4 WAYS MICROSOFT POWER AUTOMATE SOLVES 4 AUTOMATION CHALLENGES

KEY CHALLENGES WITH EXISTING RPA PLATFORMS

01 STRUGGLING WITH INNOVATION
The ability to incorporate new and emerging technologies like Cognitive (OCR & ICR), Machine Learning, & AI are limited and tied to Product Road-Maps, preventing a company’s ability to innovate past a certain point.

02 ACCELERATING PRODUCTIVITY
Companies are struggling to cover all types of automations (attended/un-attended) and this coverage often requires costly manual work and or other 3rd party licensing.

03 REIGNING IN COSTS
Existing automation estates are expensive to operate & are often a combination of mixed product releases and outside ecosystem licensed products. This creates unnecessary confusion and higher overheads that negatively impact profit margins.

04 PLATFORM MIGRATIONS ARE EXPENSIVE
Migrating your automation estate between either platforms or product releases are costly, time-consuming and often prohibitive, hindering a company’s automation ROI.

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION WITH MICROSOFT

05 COMPETE AND GROW
With Power Automate you’re able to streamline processes by enabling new tech like AI, Cognitive and ML to automate workflows across your technology and Application landscape.

06 SCALE ACROSS TEAMS
PAD’s single platform ensures that everybody in an organization can automate using their favorite on-premises and cloud-based apps and services.

07 AUTOMATE FASTER & WITH MORE ROI
By combining AI, RPA, & process automation into a single cloud-based solution –Power Automate can generate enhanced automation ROI.

08 PLATFORM MIGRATIONS BECOME POSSIBLE
With Blueprint’s powerful migration capabilities we can get you on to PAD with 60-75% time and cost savings.